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SUMMARY
The "Range and Range Rate"(rj + ;j) System in its very
simplest form is described. In particular, the errors in position
and velocity are treated usingpessimistic values of the measured
quantities rj and ;j. Thus, a realistic evaluation of tracking
qualities can be made for different orbits over certain tracking
stations. The Range and Range Rate System briefly described in
this report is a high precision tracking system.
Knowledge of the uncertainty in position Sx_ is important,
but knowledge of the uncertainty of the velocity vector $_i is of
the utmost importance. Thus the use of coherent Doppler meas-
urements to determine the velocity has a great advantage over
any pulsed system and, in addition, permits extremely narrow
frequency bands (in the order of 10 to 100 cps) to be employed,
reducing the power requirements considerably.
The basis for using range r j and range rate ;j only is the
fact that rj and ÷j can be measured to very high precision, thus
furnishing _ and _ with low errors. The nature of these errors
is discussed.
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ANALYSIS OF THE "RANGE AND RANGE RATE"
TRACKING SYSTEM
by
F.O. Vonbun
Goddard Space Flight Cenlcr
INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of a tracking system is to determine the position vector F(t)
and velocity vector _ = 7(t) of an object moving in space. The "Range and Range Rate"
(rj + _j ) System briefly described in this report is a high precision tracking system.
The necessity for such a system, capable of determining a point in space r and its
velocity _ : F within very small limits, originates from the increasingly sophisticated
requirements for missile and satellite tracking. This is particularly true in the testing
position vector 7 can be determined in three ways:
with a radar, which measures the range k?l - r, the azimuth angle _, and the
elevation angle c ;
(2) with a system (such as an interferometer) which measures angles and range
separately;
(3) with a system which measures ranges I_jl = rj only. Here, of course, at least
3 ground stations (j :: 3) are necessary to determine a point in space (Figure
1). Tt_is system is "known as the Range and Range Rate Tracking System.
When the vector 7 _ (xi) , i = 1, 2, 3, has been determined, the time derivative
= _ = (_) immediately gives the velocity of the object. This information is obtained
directly from Doppler measurements.
of precise guidance systems for rockets and space vehicles.
The
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Figure 1 - General satellite and station geometry
PRINCIPLE OF THE RANGE AND RANGE RATE SYSTEM
The simplest way to determine the position and velocity vectors of a point in space
is to measure six scalar quantities: range rj and range rate ;j(j = 1. 2. 3) from three
locations (Figures 1 and 2). In general, the most precise and, at the same time, the most
simple measurements that can be made are measurements of time and frequency. From
such measurements, rj and ;j can be derived as follows.
The range can be determined simply by measuring the travel time of an electro-
magnetic wave. Knowledge of the wave propagation velocity (References 1 and 2) of this
wave then gives the distance. This can be done by means of a pulse, as with radar, or by
measuring the phase of a wave traveling from a transmitter to the spacecraft and back.
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Figure 2 - Earth-centered coordinate system and station geometry
The latter principle, called sidetone ranging, is applied here. To resolve ambiguities con-
nected with any phase measurement, a carrier with a frequency >0 is modulated with dif-
ferent frequencies, say "i, 5"i, 5(5>i) , and so on. Measuring the phases of these related
frequencies permits the determination of the rj's. This is, in principle, a time
measurement.
Since the carrier >0 is a CW signal, its Doppler shift A>oj (at the j th station) can
be measured very accurately, particularly when frequencies of >0 _ iGc are being used.
(The effects of the ionosphere are then small.) Since the Doppler shift is proportional to
the range rate _j, the range rate can also be measured with great precision, orovided
that the short-time stability of the oscillator durinff the travel time (_ 3 seconds to the
4moon, 300 seconds to Venus, and 600 seconds to Mars) of the wave is very good, say in
the order of one part in 109 to 5 parts in 10 l°. It is therefore quite natural to use these
quantities (r j and f j) for tracking.
The position vector r (Figure 1) can be written
? : r • _0
or
oo
t--
z
Ixll= X 2
X 3
whe re
r : Irl is the magnitude
r = r/r is the unit position vector.
(x i) , i : I, 2, 3 (1)
A radar measures r and _0. The unit vector r ° is determined from two angular
measurements, namely azimuth _ and elevation e. Because the errors* 5_ and _
associated with :_ and _ are fairly large (Reference 3), the total error in the position
vector _ determining the point P in space is large. The resulting error ellipsoid is
highly eccentric.
As an example, consider an FPS-16 radar (Reference 3) with Sr = ± 10m and
_ = _c +-0.2 mrad. For a distance of 1000 km the error components perpendicular to
are approximately 2 × 10 -4 × 10 _ = 2 × 10 2 m, giving the eccentric ellipsoid shown
approximately in Figure 3. The velocity error for distances of 1000 km and higher will
amount to tens of m/sec because of the fairly large angular errors _e and _a. At a
distance of 8000 kin, typical errors for a large (such as 50 seconds) smoothing time
would be 10 to 30 m/sec (Reference 4).
In view of these angular errors and their influence in fixing P, the complete elimina-
tion of any angular measurement will improve the situation considerably. The Range and
Range Rate System accomplishes this.
*The notation _ refers to uncertainty in the measurements, whereas _ refers to the rrns errors obtained
from least squares.
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Figure 3 - Schematic of a radar position vector error
GENERAL THEORY OF THE SYSTEM
The point P is determined by using three stations as shown in Figure i. In this
case no prior known equations of motions are necessary. This is of importance when
the system is being used for precise evaluation of the flight path of a vehicle where
smoothing times of only I or 2 seconds are used. When the equations of motion of a
satellite are better known, a least squares solution of many measurements from these
three stations will result in a more precise orbit determination.
*For satellites having large slant ranges (r. > 3,000 km), I station is sufficient for tracking since aj -
large number of measurements can be made, yielding an overdetermined solution for the path.
The position of the point P in space is given (see Figure 1) by
1
rj = (x i - xij , j = 1, 2, 3,
i=l
(2)
where xi(i : I, 2, 3) are the vehicle coordinates and xij(i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1. 2. 3) are
the station coordinates. Here rj is the measured slant range from the j th station to
the vehicle.
From Equation 2, which represents 3 equations in the 3 unknown satellite posi-
tion components xi, we obtain
x i = fi(rj, xij). (3)
Equation 3 requires that the slant range measurements be made at the "same" time at
all three stations. In practice this need not be so. The "same" means a time accurate
to within ±1 msec. Such an error in time corresponds only to ±8 m in satellite position.
A time synchronization around the globe through the use of WWV can be accomplished
to within ±2 msec (References 5, 6, and 7). A synchronization to ±1 msec between sta-
tions separated by approximately 500 to 1000 km as necessary for injection tracking is
therefore not difficult.
For reasons of simplicity, assume the following station coordinates as shown in
Figure 5:
o0
z
xix(O, O, O) ; xi2(x12, x22 ' O) ; xi3(O, x23 ' O) .
(This, of course, does not restrict the problem at hand since the local coordinate system
can always be assumed as shown in Figure 5 when 3 stations are being used.) The posi-
tion x i of the spacecraft is then (from Equations 2 and 3):
Since the rj
determined.
Jr:Xl 2x12 - r 2 + x12 + x22 - x23
x 2 - 2x23 - r 3 ,
values are measured, Equations 3a can easily be evaluated and the x i
(3a)
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Figure 4 - A substation of a range and range rate system
Differentiating Equations 3a results in
Xl 2 1 1 x23. ] r2 z'2 + --x23 r3 _"
x2 3 (rl /'1 - r3r3) '
1
x3 : -X_3(rl _'1- x2x2- XlXl)"
(4)
Equations 4 give the velocity vector _ in component form. The values ÷j are measured
by observing the Doppler shift Z_Voi of a frequency v o ; that is, to a first approximation,*
*The relativistic Doppler shift ]_¼(v/c)21 corresponding to ] cps at a frequency of 2Gc (v= 10 km/sec)
is not considered here, L': d
or
2_i = 2(Avo)j = _o -_-- _j
1
ij : _ _oj (5)
where _ is the wavelength of the frequency used. (The factor of 2 in Equation 5 appears
because the vehicle carries a transponder.) Higher terms can of course be included if
necessary.
Equations 3a and 4 fully determine the position vector 7 and velocity vector _ :'
---- r .
This, of course, was obvious and the emphasis here shall not be directed to Equations
3a and 4.
7
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TRACKING ERRORS
The primary characteristic of a precise tracking system is that the errors in posi-
tion vxl and velocity v_i are small and their limits known. These errors will be
discussed now.
Errors in Position
From Equation 2, the variation of r i can be obtained to a first order approximation
by a simple first order Taylor expansion:
_ _rj _, _rj (6)
8rj : _ 8x i + -- 8xij .i=l i=l _xij
The variational form of Equation 2 as generalized by Equation 6 is given by
(7)
_rj = E aij(_xl- Sxij) '
i:l
where
x i - xij)ai) : _j is the direction cosine of the position vector -_i"
cO
Z
Equation 7 can be written for convenience in matrix form as follows:
: A 8X ,
(3Xl) (3x3) (3x1)
(8)
whe re
A
all a21 a3
= J_12 a22 a32 1
__a13 a23 cc33_
-_ x ii
1
and
3
_rl + E all 8Xil
i=l
3
8r2 + E ai2 8xi2
iml
3
8r3 + E ai3 8xi3
i=l
5 1
= 8 2
From Equation 8 we obtain for the Sxi:
-1
8X = A
( 3Xl ) ( 3X3 )
whe re
8
( 3Xl )
a I a 2 a31
b I b 2 b2
c 1 c 2 c3_
(9)
is the inverse matrix of A. If we apply the principle of error propagation, the position
errors _x i then read
10
where
_x I = aj j ,
j=l
!(± /'_x2 = bj2Tj ,
j,'l
1(2_x a = cj Tj ,
j=l
(10)
3
1 j2 2 _ 2 (lOa)Tj = _ 8r + E alj xij ,
in which N represents the number of measurements taken during a certain time interval
At. The letter v instead of <r has been chosen for the errors to indicate that the meas-
urements do not obey the normal distribution law. No "smoothing" has been applied to
the station position errors _xij since these are of course constant during all measure-
ments. As can be seen from Equations 10 and lOa, the position errors of the satellite
vxl can not be reduced indefinitely by increasing the smoothing time (that is, increasing
N). Only a decrease of the survey errors of the stations Sxij will improve the satellite
position errors.
If the time required to make a single measurement (N : 1) is designated At, then N
measurements means a "smoothing time" _ = NAT. One single measurement means
actually 3 range and 3 range rate measurements, which determine the position and veloc-
ity of a single point in space. In order to get a "feeling" for the error's represented by
Equation 10 some examples are given in Figure 5 of a satellite passing over 3 stations
in differentpaths (Cases a, b, c, and d). The detailed graphs from which the composite
(total) graphs were made are given in Appendix A. Figures 6 through 9 give, in graphical
form, the total position errors T_Xtot as a function of time as the object passes over the
3 stations forCases a, b, c, and d. Figure 10 gives, in graphical form, the influence of
geometry on position errorsfor Cases a, b, c, and d. The time is also marked in Fig-
ure 5 so that a real comparison between the errors and the spacial position of the satel-
lite can be made.
In most cases, one station has no superiority over any other; therefore, it is assumed
for the numerical calculation that the errors of these stations _xij, which are pure
survey errors, are equal, that is,
8xij = constant = 8x s .
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In this report the following measurement errors for a single measurement during a time
At have been used:
_rj = -+ lOre ,
Sx s = Sxlj = +lOm,
i= j : 1,2,3
with no smoothing time (N = 1 or _ = At = 0.i sec) and with smoothinKtime (N : 20 or
17
r = 2 sec). Since in this treatment the _xij have been assumed equal, the expression
for the T i is simplified to
Tj =: _- 8rj 2 + (10b)
cO
r--
7
Z
because
3
y_ 2
/-.a ctij
i=l
= 1.
Errors in Velocity
The velocity components k i of a satellite can be found from Equation 2 by differ-
entiation with respect to time:
or
3
1
/j - r i E ki(xi - xij)'
i=l
(II)
r] -- ___ _tij k i •
i=l
The variation of ;J can be obtained in the manner as generalized by Equation 6 result-
ing in:
3 3
1 _--_t (12)8rj = _-j xi(Sxi- aij 8rj- Sxij ) + E ctij Sxi "
'= i=l
Again, Equation 12 can be expressed in matrix form as:
F = h 8X
(3Xl) (3X3) (3Xl)
where the F-matrix reads, from Equations 12 and 13:
', (13)
18
F _
3
1
si_ - _ _ _(Sx_ - %_ s_ - Sx_)
i=l
3
- _ F. _(s_ s_2
Sr2 r 2 - _i2 - _xi2)
izl
3
- 1 _. _i(Sxi 8r 3
_r3 r3 . - ai3 - 8xi3)
1=|
7
= 3/2 .
I
_3
oo
z
Equation 13 can now be solved for the velocity variations _£i, that is:
-1 V (13a)
_X(3xl) = A(3x3) (3xl)'
where
and
3
3Xl -- E ai Ti ,
i=l
3
l=l
3
8x3 : _' ci Yi '
i=l
By using the principle of error propagation again, we obtain from Equations 13 and 13a
for thevelocityerrors _i :
19
where
_3
1(± 't'-- bj S t
i=l
(14)
3 3
°..) IT. .  14.,Sj = _ 8 +N r.2 i + ij $rj + _-_ xi28xij ,
J i=l j i=l
Again N represents the number of measurements taken during a time r. Equation 14a
shows clearly (similarly to Equation 10a) that the velocity errors v_i depend largely on
the station position errors _xij which are, of course, constant and therefore not subject
to statistics expressed by N. Only a good survey of the stations can ever reduce the
errors _i unless the slant ranges rj are large.
These equations giving the velocity error components _ can be evaluated since all
the quantities which appear on the right side of Equations 14 are measured and known.
For the variations _x i of the satellite , the rms values _xi of a single observation (N = 1
in Equation 10) have to be used.
In order to get an idea of these tracking velocity errors, the values 7;, , are
presented in Figures 11 through 14 in graphical form for the Cases a, b, c and d shown
in Figure 5. The detailed groups from which the composite (total) graphs were made are
given in Appendix B. Figure 15 gives, in graphical form, the influence of geometry on
velocity errors for the four cases.
The following measuring errors for the radial velocities have been ass,_v_cd in this
report:
8t'j = +-0.2 m/sec, j = 1, 2, 3.
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If a frequency of, say, 2 Gc (_ = 15 cm) is used, the above error corresponds to a
Doppler error (from Equation 5) of
25
o0
t'--
2 2
Y_Av°J : _rJ 0.15 × 0.2 _ 3 cps,
which is actually a very large one.
For large slant ranges r i, the velocity errors depend only on the uncertainty
the measurement of ;j as can be seen from Equations 14a. This is the case for
5; i in
3 3
J N rj2 ij _rj +- E xi2
i 1 rj 2R i=l
(15)
For the worst condition, namely N = 1, Equation 15 is satisfied for slant ranges
r i > 8000 km. For these cases, the velocity errors are given from Equations 14 and
15 by:
_).
x 1
_x2
?-I_3
1
i
i=l
1
i
!
(16)
In using 3 stations for extremely large distances, care must be taken in applying
Equation 16 because the matrix A becomes ill-conditioned, since the elements of the
the inverted matrix A-1, namely a i, b i, and ci, are very uncertain under such conditions.
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the error equations in this simple form as
presented here, a further example is worked out in the following.
Assume the problem is to determine what influence the uncertainties of the ship
positions _'xij have when ships are used as tracking statior_s. In brief, what are the er-
rors in position n_ and velocity n_ of a spacecraft in this case?
In order to make use of the graphs presented here, the previous position errors $xii
are related to the position errors of the ships _'xljthat is: 8'x_i = k i _xij .
26
since
Equation lOa can then be simplified to
3
T' " k 2 _ 2 2 (10c)J i i 8xi J
i=l
Srj 2 << k 2 2i 8xij with k i -- k _-> 10.
Equation (10c) introduced into (10) results in
_'x i £ k_xi
i = 1, 2, 3. (10d)
This means that the errors of spacecraft position v'x t when ships are used are k
times the previous errors (when land based stations are used). All the graphs (Figures 5 -
9) presented here are therefore useful and have only to be multiplied by k. As an example,
8xt i was previously assumed to be ±10 meters for land stations. In order to obtain un-
certainties inthe ships position of, say, 8Xlj = 8x2j = ±500 m (1/3 statute miles) and
8xaj = ±100 m (300 ft) the values of k I = k2 = 50 and k 3 = 10 have to be chosen
(_'xij = kiaxij _
The same holds of course for the velocity errors 7'
Equation (14a) reduces then to
and
V: _ kv. (14b)
x i
x i
Equation (14b) shows very clear that the uncertainty 8' xij in station (ships) position
has a large effect on the velocity error of the spacecraft to be tracked.
Also here, the curves shown in Figures 10 - 14 can be used when multiplied by the
proper values of k.
It should be noted that smoothing does not help at all in this case since, as was men-
tioned earlier, the station position uncertainties are constant during a measurement period.
oO
z
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Equations 10d and 14b hold of cour,_se in principle for all other tracking systems such
as radars Doppler systems, and so on.
In conclusion it can therefore be said that only accurate station positions will give
small position and velocity errors of the object being tracked. This situation becomes
less critical for the velocity errors when the slant ranges r are large (say 8000 km or
J
larger) as can be seen from Equation 14a.
The foregoing analysis is, of course, not restricted to a local cartesian coordinate
system. The same error equations, that is, Equations 10 and 14, can be applied to any
type of cartesian coordinate system. In Figure 2, however, the origin of the coordinate
system is located at the center of the earth; therefore, Equations 3a and 4 are not appli-
cable in this case. Similar equations c,'m be worked out for this case in a quite elementary
manner for the position x i and velocity £i- Since the position vectors _j _ (x i)
of the stations and their motion with time (earth rotation) are known, Equations 10 and 14
can be used generally when the values ri and ;j are known by measurements.
Influence of the Troposphere and Ionosphere
The influence of the troposphere and ionosphere is not treated in this report simply
because its influence on range and range rate is small at a frequency of 2 Gc and can be
mathematically corrected by using standard profiles. The deviations due to the uncer-
tainties and variations of these profiles for elevation angles c > 5 ° are certainly smaller
than the errors 8rj and _;j assumed before. For instance, as S. M. Harris (Reference
8) points out for a satellite at an elevation angle of e = 30 ° and a frequency of 200 Mc,
the remaining error in range is only 16 m. At 2000 Me this error would be in the order
of 0.16 m and therefore can certainly be neglected (References 9, 10, and 11).
CONCLUSIONS
We have seen, using a simplified description, that the errors in position and velocity,
vx_ and v_i, are indeed very small when very moderate measuring accuracies 3r j and
_j of the only measured quantities r i and _j are used, as well as a very short smooth-
ing time r. Very poor conditions, as far as errors for this system are concerned, have
been presented in graphical form (Figures 6 = 15). These poor conditions also take
into account a time synchronization error between the statio_ of about _ 1 msec (corre-
sponding to an error of ±8 m in position). In brief, no severe time synchronization is
necessary at all. This, of course, simplifies the system requirements.
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It hasbeenfurther demonstratedthat thegeometry(positionof satellitewith respect
to thegroundstation)doesnothavetoosignificantaninfluenceonthepositionandveloc-
ity errors (seeFigures10and15). This is particularly importantwheresucha system
of threeor moregroundstationsis usedto track the injectionor re-entry of lunaror
planetarytransfer vehicles. A changein launchtime or launchazimuth,whichin turn
will changethetrajectory over thestations(Figure5),doesnotthereforeharminjection
tracking. (A report is beingpreparedontheapplicationof the Cr + _) systemfor
trackingsatellitesandspacecraftsuchasApollo. Injection,midcourse,andre-entry
trackingwill becoveredin particular.)
Further, it hasbeenshownthat theuncertaintyin thestationpositiongreatlyinfluences
the errors in positionandvelocityof a spacecraft.Whenshipswhichhavepositionun-
certaintiesof theorder of say -+S00m (1/3 statutemiles) areused,errors in satellite
positionof approximately-500mandvelocity errors of ±2m/secresult. [Amultiplying
factor k = 5o has to be used for this particular example
5xij = ±500m : 50 (±lO)m .]
It should also be noted here that hardware for such a system as described has
actually been built at the Goddard Space Flight Center. This system operates at a
frequency of 250 Mc (because of availability of equipment) and has been tested by using a
calibration airplane. A preliminary summarizing report on this development and test
(Reference 12) shows that sophisticated equipment on the ground or in the vehicle is not
necessary. Tracking to lunar distances, for instance, can be accomplished by using a
1.5-meter (5-foot) dish on the vehicle which radiates 1 watt, and a 10-meter (30-foot)
dish on the ground.
The Goddard Space Flight Center is procuring an (r + _} system which will
operate at a frequency between 1 and 2 Gc. This system will be used by NASA for the
Communication Satellite and for the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory. Plans using an
(r + ;) system for support of manned space flight are being presently worked out.
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Details of the Satellite
Position Errors
The charts of total position errors (Figures
6-9) for Cases a, b, c, and d shown in Figure 5
were constructed from the charts given in this
appendix.
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Appendix B
Details of the Satellite
Velocity Errors
The charts of total satellite velocity errors
(Figures 11-14) for Cases a, b, c, and d shown
in Figure 5 were constructed from the charts
in this appendix.
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